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Abstract

This paper examining the determine the political factors that affect contemporary art in the Arab world through what the Arabic artworks (study sample) contained ideas, there was internal and external political factors that affect contemporary Arabic art. The researcher will extract these factors by evaluating the findings made in respect to the political factors (internal and external) that influence the selected artworks (sample study). This step also includes the drawn conclusions in respect to the political factors (internal and external) that cause these political situations in the Arab world. The study sample contained seven Arabic contemporary installation artworks from 2010-2015 to determine the political factors that affect contemporary art in the Arab world. The findings were list combines the external and internal political factors that influence contemporary Arabic art in general because these factors include all the political factors and its comprehensive and appeared in contemporary Arabic artworks.
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Introduction:

According to Tolstoy from his book “What is Art?”, he believed that the importance of art lay in its connection with life and its contemporary issues. Additionally, it would lose its value if it moved away from the main goal. And Marcuse, a philosopher, noted that art was essential in contemporary communities, and he confirmed the revolution of this art and the role it played in the contemporary issues in its community (Spens, 2013). Where the political situations were considered as among the most prominent issues and situations that affect and affected contemporary art in the world in general and the Arab world in particular, due to many of the difficult political events.

Haidar (2012) confirmed that the Arab region faced more difficult situations than other regions in the world. He stated that at the beginning of the twenty-first century the Arab region witnessed shocking events that exacerbated into a dangerous political juncture that caused the birth of Arab Spring. Based on what Haider said and what we see in present from internal conflicts and revolutions and ruling class repression, we can conclude that the Arab nation region is one of the most conflicted regions in the
world, because of the internal and external political strife, where these events certainly affect various life areas positively or negatively. Mar'ae (1985) noted that the internal and external dangers and challenges in the Arabic community have a huge impact on its development. He further noted that art is an important field in life that affect and would affect the surrounding situations.

ALyasiri (2011) agreed with Mar'ae that the relationship between the individual and society and surrounding environment are shared; he noted that the surrounding environment was the external influence of stability, peace, development, culture, freedom, and others. All these influences help to create scientific, technical, literary, technological, industrial and social development aspects. The political situation is considered more influential in current time.

The Director of the International Art Exhibition of Contemporary Art (Minas Art), Laure Diotevil, confirmed the political challenges that faced the Middle East region as well as "Arab Spring" contributed to the rapid growth of contemporary art in some Arab countries (Bashir, 2011). We noticed in the contemporary Arab art that it was affected by surrounding political situations, and these are shown through many of the artworks that studied in this research. This research examining the determine the political factors that affect contemporary art in the Arab world.

Methodology:
This paper will be examining the determine the political factors that affect contemporary art in the Arab world, Where the researcher will use the descriptive analytical approach to achieve its goal. The researcher will collect the information available on the artworks (study sample) and describe, analyze it, then identify the political factors (internal and external) that affect contemporary Arabic art, in addition to collecting what is published on the political situation in the Arab world, analyzing and categorizing it. He will deduce the political factors (internal and external) that influence the Arabic artworks (study sample) and match these findings with the political factors concluded through what written about the political situation in the Arab world.

Problem Statement:
According to Spens (2013), Steyerl (2010), Melkonian (1997), Ramadan (2014), Herd (2014), Seispomilire (2015), Demirel (2012) and Obaidat (2013) were some researchers who studied the impact of political situations in the installation art. Most of these studies and researches focused on the relationship between art and politics in general. However, some of them such as Smith (2012) and Melkonian (1997) discussed generally the impact of political situations in contemporary art in the Arab world and Middle East. Smith (2015) viewed the problems faced by the Egyptian community and showed the artistic interventions that happened in public space in the period of the revolution in Egypt, and he showed the effect of art in these places with the political changes.

Further to that, Melkonian (1997) argued about the effect of the political situations in many artists' experiences from the Middle East who lived as refugees and how they were able to express their issues, thoughts and feelings through contemporary artworks.

Ramadan (2014) confirmed in his essay that it was necessary to develop the art system to face art history needs. He also thought that it was time to change the art strategy in the Arab world, and he saw that goal of art was to participate in directing the future.

Nevertheless, there were no previous studies or researches that examining the determine the political factors that affect contemporary art in the Arab world. Therefore, this study is important to extract the list of external and internal political factors that influence contemporary Arabic art.
Figure 1: Descriptive Analytical framework

Artwork 1

Figure 2: Suspended by Mona Hatoum (2011)

Brodiel (2014) point out that “Suspended” is considered as an example of contemporary artworks that present the issue of displacement. Also, it gives a sense of strangeness to the visitors and create a sense of geographical isolation (White Cube, 2011).

Artwork 2

Figure 3: ‘The Chair’ by Faisal Samra (2014)

The Chair has been dismembered with an axe to indicate the destruction of Arab countries in the Middle East. After re-building the chair, the artist wrote “Made in the West” and “Global economic power” to indicate the rebuilding of the Middle East after its destruction by western powers (Kuebler,
The artist highlights the negative effect of the political interference of Western powers in the Arab world.

**Artwork 3**

*Figure 4: ‘Liberating the Idol’ by Faisal Samra (2014)*

This work was made from clay, and the solid shape of the completed form was broken into parts. The artist Samra present in this work philosophical, political and artistic concepts to prove that the process of perfection is closely linked to the process of destruction (Kuebler, 2014). In this installation the artist points to the atrocities and destruction resulting from war and the role of Western countries in this destruction and subsequent reconstruction.

**Artwork 4**

*Figure 5: Arab Spring by Faisal Samra (2015)*

The artist comments on this installation and the other artworks that form part of the exhibition: "I tried to link the artworks of the exhibition to what is happening in terms of war and destruction and the geopolitical influence, they are all related to each other. The exhibition contains three projects, all of which focus on the same subject, which is the crisis of the humanity condition" (Haider, 2017).

**Artwork 5**

*Figure 6: Western Gate by Khaled al-Hamzah (1997)*

In “Western Gate” al-Hamzah reflected the idea that we all live in the same world, which has no natural limits and borders. The political boundaries in this world are not identical with the natural borders, and neither are cultures. The artist intended in his installation to be a direct contribution to creating a more democratic world since a global human society cannot be achieved without democracy. The artist wanted to launch a message based on the concept of dialogue and openness, a dialogue between East and West through cognitive communication. The artist emphasizes that cultural dialogue in all societies plays a positive role in overcoming violence, extremism and intolerance (Alfar, 2008).
Artwork 6

**Figure 7: Chair and Signature by Khaled al-Hamzah (2003)**

Al-Hamzah (2005) says in his article "A Seat in Quasi Utopia", “The details attract the viewers to the project and raise the debate. This project aims to open its political and artistic content through its visual symbols or context within the elections”.

Artwork 7

**Figure 8: Human Rights by Khaled al-Hamzah (2008)**

The artist presents in his installation “Human Rights” all what people need to enjoy a decent standard of living such as housing, food, water and security. The artist realized the importance of this subject at the time. People were deprived of these basic things as a result of war, conflict and class division in Arab society (Alfar, 2008). The researcher sees that the artist tried to highlight inequality, sectarianism and the impact of wars and conflicts on society.

The political factors affecting the situation in the Arab world:

Al-Khawaldeh (2016) summarizes the political reasons for the protest movements in Jordan as follows; The slow reform process eroded democratic process, fraudulent parliamentary elections, lack of political freedom and failure to respect human rights.

Othman (2012) believes that internal political factors are behind the prevailing political situation in the Arab world. These include the strained relation of the people and incumbent regimes and the absence of strong leadership at the national and pan-Arabic level. The danger posed by Israel constitutes one of the most important external political factors which affect the Arab world, in addition to the competition among the regional and international powers to interfere in their internal affairs.

Al-Wahishi (2012) stresses that there are a number of core factors responsible for the political situation in the Arab world such as popular frustration with the government, high inflation, unemployment and poverty, outdated and ineffectual governance patterns that require extensive repairs, corruption and disrespect for the rule of law.

Al-Hayajneh (2004) lists the reasons for the internal political situation and conflicts in the Arab world as follows: The cancellation of the elections, the doctrinal roots, the nature of governance, the relationship with Israel, sectarian issues, and issues related to the political role, the external interference by some neighboring countries and sectarian issues, the failure of the democratic experiment, the king's overriding authority, and the inadequate representation of all segments of society in the elections, the government withdrawal of the convention on local government in Southern Sudan, the Palestinian question and the forced displacement of Palestinian refugees and the tribal system and the problem of national unity imposed by military force.

Al-Shwabkieh (2012) point out that the writings Mohammad Jibril was contain with the social and political reality, the conflict between the individual...
and the community, and the impact of political and social transitions on Arab society. He focused on the absence of democracy and the lack of political freedom, social justice, cultural subordination, psychological alienation, and repression.

Khazandar (2004) contributes the internal conflicts and the political situation in the Arab world to the following internal and external factors: Internal political factors; the crisis of legitimacy of the power, the alienation of the authority from its popular surrounding, ignorance of religion and the political history of society, the role of the elite in the political system, the forced formation of the country and existence of problems in contemporary Arab thought. External political factors; the negative role of colonialism in the Arab world, insecurity in the region and Arab conflicts, competition among international powers to influence the Arab world and the role of Zionism.

Mahdi and Yasien (2014) point out those certain internal and external political factors led to the Arab Spring revolutions as detailed below: Internal factors; the role of active young as a driver of change in the Arab region, widespread of economic and social marginalization and political and administrative corruption. External factors; To re-establish US control over of the Arab world, to secure its control of energy sources in the Arab region, and to strengthen the standing of “Israel” in the region.

Maatouk (2012) identifies the political factors that led to the current political situation in the Arab world as follows: Absence of the concept of peaceful transfer of power and the survival of the idea of succession in governance, rule of a single-party system and the absence of pluralistic democracy, absence of fair and free elections that guarantee the appointment of qualified candidates and pressure, exclusion, marginalization and strict control of the population.

Discussion:

Based on above of writing about the artworks (study sample) of internal and external political factors that influence contemporary artworks, and the internal and external political factors affecting the political situation in the Arab world. We can extract list of these factors, it's comprehensive and match and complement each other, as follows:

- The perpetual threat posed by "Israel"
- Competing regional and foreign powers to interfere in internal affairs
- Forced displacement of Arab citizens due to war and conflict
- Cultural subordination.
- The negative role of Orientalism, proselytism and colonialism in the Arab world.
- Insecurity in the region and inter-Arab conflicts
- Competing international powers to influence Arab governments
- The Zionist agenda of creating internal Arab conflicts
- Western designs to secure control of energy resources in the Arab region
- Western policies to support "Israel's" allies in the region.

Figure 9: External political factors affecting the contemporary Arabic art.
**Internal political factors**

- Slowness of the ongoing reform process
- Erosion of the democratic system
- Fraudulent parliamentary elections
- Lack of political freedom and failure to honour human rights
- Strained relations between the people and their regimes
- Absence of effective leadership at the national and pan-Arab level
- Widespread public frustration with the government
- Outdated governance patterns that require extensive repairs
- Administrative and political corruption
- Disregrad for the rule of law
- Democratic practices misused to legitimize those in power
- Doctrinal conflict with the aim to gain political influence
- Failure of the democratic experiment.
- Monarch overriding representational authority
- Limited representation of minorities
- Suppression of legitimate local governments
- The Palestine conflict and forced displacement of Palestinian refugees in 1967
- Surviving structure of the tribal system
- Political repression.
- Crisis of legitimacy of state authority
- Political and cultural alienation of the ruling class
- Religios ignorance and intolerance
- Lack of modern political culture and civil society
- Minority elites dominating the political system
- Forced creation of artificial nation states by imperialist powers
- Lack of development in contemporary Arab thought
- Political activism and engagement limited to the young generation
- Widespread economic and social marginalization
- Authoritarian regimes and absence of political freedom
- Poor performance of state institutions under the regimes
- Absence of peaceful transfer of power, traditional succession in governance
- Single party rule, absence of pluralistic democracy
- No fair and free elections, access of unqualified candidates
- Exclusion, marginalization, and excessive control of the population.

**Figure 10: Internal political factors affecting the contemporary Arabic art.**

**Conclusion:**

Listed above (Figure 9 & Figure 10) are the internal and external political factors that influence the artworks as discussed. They have been extracted from the available published material on the artworks, and match them with list the internal and external political factors affecting the political situation in the Arab world. It can be observed that these findings match and complement each other. Thus, the above list (Figure 9 & Figure 10) combines the external and internal political factors that influence contemporary Arabic art in general because these factors include all the political factors (internal and external) as appeared in what written about artworks (study sample), and the internal and external political factors affecting the political situation in the Arab world, and it's comprehensive and appeared in contemporary Arabic artworks.
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...So that, we can consider that the Arabic contemporary art interacts with the political situation and the issues surrounding it and represents them. Thus, contemporary Arabic artworks constitute an attempt to draw public attention to this reality, expose its devastating effects on the Arab people, and criticize it in a peaceful and constructive manner.
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